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Introduction
Being vegan is a plant-based lifestyle that

contemplates an animal suffering free living. Most of

all, it’s a natural way of living in harmony with All-

That-Is. Ultimately, it’s pure love and respect for

ourselves and for all. Not merely our foods are plant-

based, but all our choices in life are so. From our

clothes to our beauty or cleaning products, all is

plant-based and free of animal suffering. There is a

deep concern regarding the origin of all things we

use in our daily life. All our doings are consciously

wrapped in the intention of living in harmony with all

things and beings. The Whole we belong to and are

part of rejoices with our state of awareness and

living. Our existence becomes an ode to life and

naturally there is peace in our hearts.
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Why being vegan
Why am I vegan is what non-vegan people ask me.

The answer is simple, yet faceted – because I have

consciously chosen to be so; because from an

holistic perspective, one cannot be in balance if our

life is associated with the suffering, pain and death

of other beings; because I have tremendous love for

Nature, for Mother Earth, and for all animals;

because I feel “their” pain and I have looked into

“their” eyes; because I do not feel separated from

the Whole - I am also that while being this - as if the

entire Universe is inside of me; because we are all

One, and in Oneness only love exists. And what can

be more loving than being vegan? What can be

more kind, for the self and for the Whole, than a

plant-based diet or lifestyle? How compassionate

are the hearts of those who choose to live in

harmony, within and without, while celebrating life,

love and freedom for all?
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Why being vegan
Often non-vegans justify their eating habits or

lifestyle with the past - "it has always been like this”, 

 or with total unreason - “someone has to eat them”.

They just follow their social and cultural

background, not questioning if there is another way.

The lack of critical thinking and unconsciousness of

the collective seems to  limit human existence more

than realized. Such conditioning may actually

prevent the required change towards a better life.

Being more conscious grants humans the power to

choose wisely and to create intentionally an

improved existence for all. Going vegan is to

contribute actively to a better World. The future is

truly here now in our hands. 
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Greatness of vegan
How good it is to be able to seat for lunch without

having to ask who had to die for my meal? How

good it is to give thanks for the clean, green meal we

are provided with? How good it is to know that by

feeding our body, we are also feeding our mind and

soul? I am grateful and proud of my vegan way of

living, and how it supports me on my journey through

life and how it supports the World. 

The vegan and vegetarian population is increasing

greatly worldwide. The benefits for health (at all

levels – physical, mental, spiritual), for the

environment (a plant‐based diet is more eco‐friendly

and free of animal suffering), and for all

(sustainability) are irrefutable. I couldn’t agree more

with Einstein when he stated that nothing would

benefit more humankind than a vegetarian (to me is

vegan) diet.
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Greatness of vegan
By the way, do you know what Gautama Buddha,

Albert Einstein, Pythagoras, Jesus Christ, Mahatma

Gandhi, Michael Angelo, Leonardo da Vinci, Plato,

Isaac Newton, Charles Darwin, among so many

others, had in common? They were all

vegan/vegetarian. They were all great souls with

loving hearts and clear minds that have profoundly

marked our history at different quadrants (spiritual,

scientific, arts, etc) along millennia. Do you think it is

a coincidence? They were all living proofs of the

effects of a vegan/vegetarian diet on our thoughts

and behavior, and of the greatness one attain by

consciously live that way.
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Holistically healthier
Being vegan is to be holistically healthier. The

benefits for body, mind and soul are clear, for

ourselves and others, as we shine from inside out.

Scientific evidence of vegan health benefits are no

longer an issue, as vegan population tends to have

a lower incidence of diabetes, heart diseases,

obesity, cholesterol issues and cancer, just to

mention a few. However, it’s important to assure a

balanced diet that includes all required essential

nutrients. Special attention should be given to

vitamin B12, nearly absent in vegans foods (at least

in a bio‐absorbed form). Being a conscious, healthy

kind of vegan is to truly honor our body, the sacred

temple where we reside while having this unique

human experience on Earth.

By going vegan, not only our body becomes

healthier, but also our mind and soul. Since vegan

foods are high vibrational foods, naturally dismissing

the fear and suffering energy present in dense

animal products, they naturally “feed” our mind and

soul with equal essence. 
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Holistically healthier
As a result, our mind becomes calmer and clearer,

and our soul becomes more awakened and lightful.

Our energy and vibration raises, and our

experiences become naturally lighter. Vegan foods

and lifestyle are an essential, very supportive

component in recapturing our sacred essence and

wholeness in life.  

The holistic health benefits of going vegan are

experienced by our deep sense of well‐being.

Wellness permeates our own existence and extends

beyond ourselves throughout all Existence. Our life

honors and celebrates life in a practical form, being

an expression of love and respect for all. 

All is well, well for all!
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Spiritual vegan
When we realize that we are spiritual beings, enters

into our awareness the worlds of energy and spirit,

and the frames of wholeness, eternity and

interconnectivity. All our livings and doings start to

happen out of this awakened perspective. Eating is

no exception. From a spiritual perspective, eating is

more than just ingesting food and food is much

more than just organic fuel biomass for the body.

Eating turns into a sacred, conscious act in which 

 the energy of the food feeds our energy and

vibration. It is said that men is what he eats. Yet, not

only the quality of the food is important, as our

thoughts and state when preparing and eating such

foods are also relevant. A calm, loving state is truly

nourishing for body, mind and soul.
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Spiritual vegan
With spiritual awakening, consciousness permeates

all acts concerning the food: origin, acquisition,

preparation, and consumption. That is why a plant-

based diet often follows spiritual awakening. We

start to choose our foods (and lifestyle) out of a

holistic, spiritual perspective, which doesn’t comply

with any type of suffering. Rather, eating turns into

an act full of compassion. So, with no effort, from

inside out, we naturally go vegan (or for some,

vegetarian*). It is a soul-level demanding that brings

us back to a whole-sense of living. As it should, all

things fall into place and there is peace and

harmony within and without. 
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* If going vegan feels “too much” or very radical, consider to be

vegetarian first and allow the transition towards veganism to

happen naturally. By being vegetarian you are already helping a

lot, yourself and the world. 



After awakening
After spiritual awakening a tendency towards a

vegan (or for some, vegetarian) diet is inevitable. Not

because some religion, guru or spiritual system tells

you to, but because your soul wishes for. It’s a

change that comes from inside out, not the other

way around. Not because it is cool, or fashion, or

because your friends are doing it, but because you

need to be true to yourself, your higher self. As we

embrace our spiritual journey, a journey towards

higher consciousness and state of being, our diet

naturally tends to change (as for so many other

things in our lives). By becoming more aware of

ourselves as spiritual beings, we start to live in a

more conscious way and, therefore, to eat

consciously from a soul perspective. 
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After awakening
For some, this change may occur over months or

years. For others, it may happen from night to day.

Whatever the case, the feeling of no longer being

able to eat animals, neither to perpetuate the death

and suffering of other living beings just to feed our

body, speaks louder. Actually, our bodies deserve

much more respect and love than to be fed with

death corpses. A plant-based, high vibrational diet

truly supports our spiritual growth and well-being,

while being supportive to all. 

The New Earth, is a “place” of peace, love, joy and

harmony for all, as a Whole. I don’t think there will be

any space there for anything less than that for all.

We are on the way towards our highest potential

and a better World. Therefore, it's important to stay

true to ourselves, and listen to our bodies and souls. 
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Love for animals
The love for animals (all animals, not just pets) is for

sure one of the main drivers leading people towards

veganism. A chicken or a cow is not different than a

dog or a cat. All animals have the right to their life

and should be treated with respect. Animals have

feelings as we do; they can feel pain, sadness,

stress and suffering as humans do. They have a

complex nervous system granting them the ability to

feel and understand up to some extension their own

experiences in life. Sharing life with these special

beings gives us such understanding. Looking into

their eyes gives us the assurance of their

magnificent existence and soul. It's indeed a

privilege to share with them our World and, for

some, to have them as companions in life.

I truly believe that if people had to kill animals to eat,

most probably they would become vegan.
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Love for animals 
If people saw how animals are treated during their

life and how they are slaughtered to be part of their

meal, they wouldn't eat them for sure. Sometimes

facing the truth can hurt inside, and that's why many

prefer not to see. It's easier to pretend that such

situations don't exist in our World. Let's be more

humans and live with more love. Let us be more

compassionate and care for all living creatures of

our Home.

Did you know that one billion animals are

slaughtered every week for their meat: 900 millions

are chicken, 24 millions are pigs, 17 millions are

sheep and goats, 6 millions cows and oxen. 

Adopting a plant-based diet is the most effective

way to stood against animal suffering and to show

our love for all animals. Going vegan is indeed one of

the ways to help stop animal cruelty on Earth. 
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Ecological vegan
The ecological concerns and love for Nature and

Mother Earth are one of the reasons driving people

towards veganism. Being vegan is by itself a green

way of living that encloses lots of benefits for the self

and for the World. Modern society is demanding too

much and respecting too little Mother Earth. Let’s be

realistic, as it is we are expecting the impossible

from our World.

Our food systems and daily food choices are

contributing to global environmental degradation.

Industrial breeding has devastating consequences

on the planet: deforestation, massive pollution,

climate change, misuse of agriculture and crops,

etc. Livestock production contributes significantly to

greenhouse gas emissions that cause rising

temperatures and sea levels, and plays an

important role in the global biodiversity crisis.
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Ecological vegan

the contribution of the livestock sector to global

greenhouse gas emissions exceeds that of

transportation?

the emissions from the production of beef and

lamb are 250 times higher than those from

legumes?

about 80% of all Amazon deforestation is due to

cattle‐raising?

1kg grain needs 100 liters water, while 1kg beef

needs 2000‐15,000 liters?

7% of the global potable water is used to irrigate

the fields to feed the animals?

the land needed to produce 1 kg of beef could

be used for 200 kg of tomatoes in the same

period of time?

90% of the world production of soya goes to the

meat industry (cattle)?

a vegan diet saves 4200 liters of water per day,

and 2.8 square meters of forested land per day?

Did you know that:
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Ecological vegan
So, on the whole, no matter how you slice it, meat

costs more to produce than grains and legumes,

and add a tremendous negative impact on the

Whole.

Each day we have the opportunity to choose how to

live our life. We can choose to keep impacting

carelessly our so far exploited world or to

intentionally care for our Home. 

Going vegan is the most important factor in

reducing our personal ecological footprint on Earth

and a direct gateway to sustainability. Nothing

could benefit more our world; veganism is truly a

green way of living in harmony with the Whole.
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Vegan essentials
There are many reasons why people go vegan -

health, spiritual, ecological, animal care, etc. All the

reasons are valid and are very welcome in a world

that needs healing and change. Going vegan is one

of the most important choices and changes we can

make in life, with tremendous benefits for the self

and for the World. Such simple, yet meaningful 

 change have a huge impact on the Whole, actively

mitigating environmental degradation, saving

animals lives, improving our health, raising our

vibration and enhancing our awareness.

In spite of going vegan being a simple change just

needing intention, it can be a little bit confusing,

specially at the beginning and/or if you are not at

ease with science contents such as biology,

nutrition, physiology and/or ecology. Fortunately,

nowadays it’s pretty easy to get information on

these subjects (it’s the wonder of the www ‐ 24/7,

everywhere), as well as the vegan products, which

are widely available (all supermarkets have a

vegan/health products section). 
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Vegan essentials
Here I list some remarks, tips and tricks, which I

consider essentials from my own journey towards a

plant‐based diet and lifestyle. Whether you are a

newbie or a long‐time vegan, you may find useful to

know or revise:
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Get informed - learn about the basics of a

healthy diet, such as the essential nutrients and

their requirements for well‐being. Any diet,

vegan included, should contemplate 6 essential

nutrients: proteins, carbs (simple and complex),

lipids (fats), minerals, vitamins and water. Have

in mind that a vegan diet can provide you all

nutrients required for a healthy living, except for

the vitamin B12 that should be taken from

fortified vegan foods or as a supplement.

Special attention should also be given to zinc,

iron, vitamin D and complex B, often found in

deficiency in vegans. Eat diversely, from a

variety of sources, including different beans and

grains, legumes and vegetables, fruits and nuts,

rotating foods throughout the week, so you can

include in your diet all required nutrients.

Remember, information is your (vegan) power.  
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Read labels – create the habit of reading labels,

in particular the composition of each food, aka

ingredients. Many non‐vegan products can be

hidden under “strange” names in many

processed foods, such as anchovy, gelatine,

and albumin. Others despite their funny names

such as pectin, agar, xanthan gum, are vegan. 

Look for symbols – vegan symbols such as the

symbol of the Vegan Society or others

concerning the vegan origin of all ingredients in

a certain product are getting more popular

these days. So, it’s a good idea to look for vegan

symbols in the package as a vegan reassurance

of the product's origin. It can be very useful in

case of doubt concerning certain ingredients.

Vegan symbols make our life easier.

Prepare your own meals – dwell in the

excitement of preparing your own meals and

trying new and different foods and dishes. This is

a true act of self‐care/love. Besides, it’s the best

way to assure your vegan meals.
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Keep it simple – try new foods and recipes, but

keep it simple. Avoiding too complicated or time

demanding cooking is crucial, especially in the

beginning of your vegan journey. Small steps at

a time, and smooth transitions of ingredients

and taste will be of great help.

Take your time – for some going vegan may be

a night‐to‐day change, for others it may happen

over months or even years. Let it be an inside

out change, something emerging from within,

not the other way around. If you feel it from the

heart, it will happen naturally, without a struggle.

Therefore, it’s important to respect your pace

and to take your time.

Vegan lifestyle – once you eat vegan and start

to question the origin of different products, you

will start to naturally consider a vegan lifestyle.

This can be however really challenging, so it’s

important to make small changes at a time and

where you feel comfortable (e.g. cosmetics,

cleaning products, clothes, etc). Let it be natural

and easy. 
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"The love for all living creatures is the most

noble attitude of man”
- Charles Darwin 

"No animal needs to die in order for me to

live. And that makes me feel good”
- Howard Lynan

"My body will not be a tomb for other creatures"
- Leonardo Da Vinci

"The greatness of a nation and its moral progress

can be judged by the way its animals are treated"
- Mahatma Gandhi

"Could you look an animal in the eyes and

say to it, ‘My appetite is more important than

your suffering’?"
- Moby



b e c au s e  I  c a r e
Vegan 

Regardless of the reasons you choose to go

vegan, ultimately all reasons are love‐driven –

love for the self, for the animals, and for the

Whole. And love is the most powerful energy

that will bring real change into our World.


